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About This Game

Help Ballard roll through the danger filled levels towards the house of Ballerina, the love of his life!

AtmaSphere is roll-a-ball game set in a medieval world filled with
dangerous traps and uncertain paths! Roll all you want, but be careful not to fall off!

Collect all the diamonds to impress Ballerina and pick up yellow coins for bragging points!

But be careful, as you progress through the levels they become harder and more challenging, your skills will be tested by
a variety of engaging traps and puzzles

 30 challenging, handcrafted levels!

 Forgiving yet challenging gameplay!
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 Unique visual style paired with soothing sounds of rain in the background gives a beautiful relaxing "atmasphere" :^)

 With every level comes a unique, wonderful soundtrack!

Steam Trading Cards

Join Ballard on the adventure and overcome all nasty troubles and help them become one!
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all you do in this game is just roll a ball avoiding different scary traps, spikes and saws and stones, but you do it in a wonderful
medieval atmosphere with lots of different puzzles to solve, and beautiful graphics. You will definitely need lots and lots of
patience to play this game - but - if you don't have enough - this game will train it!. They see me rollin', they hatin'

On a serious note, this game is beautiful and it's music and ambient is perfect for chilling after getting trolled and inted in some
multiplayer game, highly recommend.. awesome game !! i want atmasphere 2 !!. First of all, thanks for that great game. I
enjoyed AtmaSphere alot.
To begin i thought its a little too easy, but as i did progress through the levels it got more challenging, which is good. Because its
not too difficult either. Just the right mix. I have played already quite a few Marble games, and this one is one of my favorites.

All in all i would give the game a 8/10 rating at the least. :)

I wouldnt mind Playing another game like this one.
Keep up the good work. ;). First of all, thanks for that great game. I enjoyed AtmaSphere alot.
To begin i thought its a little too easy, but as i did progress through the levels it got more challenging, which is good. Because its
not too difficult either. Just the right mix. I have played already quite a few Marble games, and this one is one of my favorites.

All in all i would give the game a 8/10 rating at the least. :)

I wouldnt mind Playing another game like this one.
Keep up the good work. ;). As the pun in the title states, this game is about the atmosphere: the setting and the soundtrack are
beautiful and mesmerizing.

In this game, you play as a sphere that rolls around picking up diamonds and coins, which at first is really hard to control, but
you'll get used to it. While you avoid traps and try not to fall, you'll discover and enjoy the aesthetically pleasing surroundings
designed by the team behind this game. This platformer might be different than what you've played before due to its
groundbreaking concept, but it's really fun.
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This game is amazing. It's relaxing and intense at the same time. There are enough levels for the money and they have enough
mechanics to solve out. BUT ofc there are bugs: sound issues nearly every 2 minutes of playing (sound pops up and lets explode
my ears), on level can not be finished if you fail at the first obstacles (the one with the flying platforms at the beginning)
because the won't respawn once they have fallen.

If u bother to buy this game, go for it. I'm sure u will not be dissapointed.. For Fun: 7/10
For Completing: 10/10

The game is challenging while still remaining fun to play. if you have some money to spend on a game to play mindlessly then
its the game for you. I recommend waiting till its on sale because they're better games out there for the same price unless you
plan on getting it for the achievements.

Completing this game is not hard just time consuming. There are 30 total levels and most achievements can be gotten from just
beating the game. Its an excellent game to build your score up and only takes 2-4 hours to beat for 100+ achievements.. Playing
with a controller (e.g. XBOX Controller) strongly recommended. Nice game about controlling acceleration/velocity and keeping
balance. There are new kinds of platforms and obstacles constantly added level after level, so it doesn't get too monotonous and
repetitive after a while. The levels aren't requiring too much skills. Not frustrating at all. The only halfway difficult level imo
was the last level (Level 30), which you eventually also can beat in a couple minutes. Not nerve wrecking, but a little more
challenging than the previous ones.

Considering the price (get it on a sale in a bundle) and the initial expectations (not too high for a mini game), this game is pretty
good and recommended.

Bug Report:
- Level 20: the falling platforms at the beginning aren't reset when you fall. You start from the beginning, but the platforms are
gone. So you have to go back all the way back to the menu and select the level in order to retry.
- At the earlier levles I noticed that the rolling big rocks don't even come when you reach a certain velocity. This bug is actually
positive in the player's perspective. However, I didn't see that happen in the higher levels. Maybe I just couldn't accelerate
enough, since it became more difficult.

Note to achievement nerds: If you consider achievements an essential part of human existence, this might be your next 100%
completed game.. Enjoyable for the short term. Made it to level 9 before it dawned on me that a controller would be easier than
WASD. Not really any replay value as the levels don't stand out. Play it once, have fond memories, never touch it again. Kinda
like TRINE in that respect.. Excellent graphics and music! AtmaSphere is an ideal and entertaining ball-rolling type of game,
that is sure to thrill you with its accurate use of physics. I would definitely recommend it to anyone who is looking for
something moderately challenging, yet relaxing.

10/10 in my books! :). Beautiful, smooth, relaxing, great controls, nice musical score and very very addictive.

Love this game.
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